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Abstract: With the proliferation of mobile devices and various mobile services, ensuring smooth
mobility for users has become a major challenge. The future internet is expected to be more mobile-
friendly, with advancing technologies that will transform internet management in the coming decades.
These technological advancements will help address mobility issues and provide a better internet
experience for mobile devices and users. The transport layer plays a crucial role in the internet proto-
col suite by enabling communication between applications running on different servers. However,
the widely used protocols, TCP and UDP, have several limitations, such as unreliability and slow
performance due to three-way handshakes. To tackle these issues, Google introduced quick UDP
internet connections (QUIC). QUIC aims to enhance latency, delay, and data transmission reliability.
Q-MOFI, a future internet architecture focused on mobile devices and based on QUIC, strives to
achieve these goals. Moreover, it enhances throughput by implementing multiplexing. Q-MOFI
outperforms traditional UDP-based MOFI in terms of throughput gains, minimizing packet loss, and
reducing binding operation latency, even when the number of hosts increases. The efficiency of this
model has been validated through experimental testing.

Keywords: UDP; QUIC; MOFI; q-MOFI; LMC

1. Introduction

With the increasing use of smartphones, ensuring seamless mobility for a diverse
range of mobile devices and users has become a critical challenge for the future internet.
The future of the internet is projected to embrace a mobile-oriented approach, signifying
the intention to tailor the platform to accommodate the distinct requirements of mobile
users. Advancements in technology are expected to transform internet management in
the coming decades. These advancements will help address mobility issues and provide
a more mobile-friendly internet architecture that is better suited to the needs of mobile
devices and users [1]. Devices such as laptops and smartphones are mobile, requiring
particular mobility management protocols to maintain IP mobility. Such protocols ensure
that mobile device users have continuous access to mobile services while traveling between
networks and staying connected [2]. The rapid growth of mobile devices, combined with
the poor performance of standard networking protocols in high-mobility networks, has
motivated researchers to create new protocols. The future internet architecture has mobility
and trustworthiness as core design goals [3]. The future of mobile technology is expected to
see a significant increase in the importance of identifier–locator (ID-LOC) mapping control
and location monitoring, making the mobile environment a crucial factor in designing the
future internet.

The transport layer, located between the application and network layers, is a signif-
icant part of the internet protocol suite, providing end-to-end communication services to
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applications on different hosts. Its main functions include reliable data transfer, flow control,
and error detection [4–6]. Application data are divided into smaller pieces (referred to as
segments) by the transport layer, which is also in charge of reassembling the segments at
the receiving end [7]. This layer provides flow control to prevent sender overload, and error
control to ensure accurate and complete data reception [8,9]. TCP and UDP are widely used
transport layer protocols, while quick UDP internet connections (QUIC), a recent protocol
with the potential to enhance internet communication speed and security, has gained signif-
icant attention in recent years [10,11]. Furthermore, the transport layer provides essential
services to apps, such as port numbers, which differentiate between different host apps
and enable simultaneous operation of multiple applications on a single host, preventing
data (mis)transmission [12,13]. The transmission control protocol (TCP) is a reliable trans-
port protocol that enables end-to-end data packet delivery between applications. TCP
employs several methods, including sequence numbering, acknowledgment, and flow
control, to ensure proper packet delivery. TCP is widely used in various applications,
such as file transfers, email, and web browsing [14–16]. TCP is a connection-oriented
protocol that operates at the transport layer of the OSI model, ensuring reliable and efficient
data transmission between two endpoints through methods like sequence numbering and
acknowledgments [17,18]. TCP segments are assigned sequence numbers and received by
the receiver, ensuring data delivery in the correct order and allowing the retransmission of
missing segments. Congestion control is another crucial TCP mechanism, controlling data
transmission based on network resources. TCP reduces transfer speed during busy net-
works to prevent congestion collapse [19–22]. TCP also offers flow control, which enables
the receiver to regulate the pace of data transmission, and error detection and correction,
which allow errors to be detected and corrected during transmission.

UDP is a transport protocol that facilitates connectionless communication between two
endpoints, offering basic error detection and correction but lacking congestion control, flow
control, or reliable data transmission. It is commonly used in low-latency applications like
real-time video streaming, online gaming, and VoIP [23,24]. In the context of low-latency
applications, the loss of certain data packets is deemed acceptable as long as it does not
result in a substantial decline in overall performance. UDP disintegrates data into smaller
units, known as datagrams, and transmits them to the intended device without the need
for an initial connection establishment. The receiving device subsequently reassembles the
datagrams into the original message and forwards it to the application layer [25,26]. Unlike
TCP, UDP does not perform error checking or retransmission of lost packets, which can
lead to packet losses and lost data. However, this drawback enables faster communication
and lower network overhead when compared to TCP [27].

QUIC, a Google-developed transport protocol, aims to provide low-latency, secure,
and reliable internet connections, improving network performance and overcoming TCP
limitations [28,29]. The Cisco Visual Networking Index predicts a 23% CAGR in global IP
traffic from 2021 to 2026, reaching 2.3 zettabytes per year by 2026. ‘Video’ will remain the
dominant application category, accounting for 87% of global IP traffic by 2026. HTTP/3,
based on QUIC, is predicted to become the dominant web content delivery protocol in the
future [30]. QUIC (quick UDP internet connections) uses UDP (user datagram protocol) and
implements its own congestion control [31] and error correction mechanisms, as opposed
to traditional TCP, which relies on a three-way handshake and a reliable, ordered stream of
data. This enables QUIC to reduce connection latency and recover from lost packets more
efficiently, resulting in faster and more reliable data transfers [32,33].

QUIC establishes a connection between a client and server through a handshake
process, ensuring quick and efficient data transfer and a better user experience. During
this process, the client and server exchange information about encryption capabilities,
session keys, and other secure communication parameters [34]. The client typically sends
an initial packet to the server, which contains a cryptographic nonce used to prevent replay
attacks [35,36]. The server responds with its own cryptographic nonce and other connection-
related parameters. Once the handshake is complete, data can be transmitted between the
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client and server using the stream-based protocol of QUIC. Data are divided into streams
that can be transmitted and received independently of one another, allowing for more
efficient use of network resources and better handling of lost or delayed packets [37–39].

QUIC is a popular choice for modern web applications due to its support for multiplex-
ing and multi-pathing, enabling the transmission and reception of multiple data streams
over a single connection [40]. This means that a web page can load resources like images
and scripts in parallel, which reduces overall load time [41]. Multi-path QUIC allows a
single connection to use multiple network paths simultaneously for data transmission,
improving reliability and performance when a single path is congested or unavailable. The
protocol dynamically selects the best path for each packet based on network conditions [42].
Second, QUIC supports connection migration, which means that if a client’s IP address
changes, it can keep its existing connection instead of establishing a new one [43,44]. Third,
QUIC employs encryption by default, ensuring the security of all data transmitted over the
connection [45].

The comparison between UDP and QUIC protocols presented in Table 1 highlights
their differences. QUIC is a connection-oriented protocol that uses a handshake to establish
a connection and provides reliable data transfer, while UDP does not. It supports multi-
streaming and connection migration, has congestion control and flow control algorithms,
and solves head-on-line blocking problems. UDP is unreliable, with no guarantee of
delivery or ordering, while QUIC provides in-order delivery and congestion control. It
also has built-in encryption and security features, unlike UDP’s lack of these features. In
summary, QUIC offers better reliability, in-order delivery, and security features compared
to UDP.

Table 1. Feature comparison between UDP and QUIC.

Features UDP QUIC

Connection Setup No Yes
Reliability No Yes
Retransmission No Yes
Congestion Control No Yes
Security No Yes
Connection Migration No Yes
Multi-streaming No Yes

The host identity protocol (HIP) and locator/identifier separation protocol (LISP)
for ID-LOC separation in the network layer have limitations due to their reliance on a
centralized mapping system. To address this, mobile-oriented future internet (MOFI) has
been developed, which includes features like global host ID and local locator (GILL), query-
first data delivery (QFDD), and a distributed ID-LOC mapping system. GILL allows hosts
to have a globally unique host ID and use local or private IP addresses as locators for packet
routing. QFDD allows signaling operations for LOC queries before data transmission,
selecting the best path. In the distributed ID-LOC mapping system, each access router
manages the mappings for hosts in a decentralized manner.

Since its creation, the internet has experienced a steady increase in its user base and an
even more significant traffic growth. This rapid growth demands various infrastructure,
protocol, and application improvements [46]. The most commonly used stack for HTTPS
involves TCP for carrying HTTP and TLS for securing it. This network model has been
widely accepted and will continue to be deployed for many years [47,48]. However, there
is potential to increase the speed with which a client and server establish a connection and
deliver data between them. QUIC offers a possible alternative to the existing internet stack.
QUIC’s approach integrates the transport and security layers into a single layer, providing
more functionality than TCP/TLS [49,50]. QUIC offers enhanced security features like
encryption, authentication, multiplexing, connection migration, and congestion control,
making it a more reliable and secure transport layer protocol for network communication.
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The mobile-oriented future internet (MOFI) architecture uses UDP in the transport
layer and the QUIC protocol to improve communication performance. This reduces signal-
ing delay, data loss, congestion control, and data flow control. The integration of QUIC
and MOFI enhances internet connectivity and mobility. AI-driven algorithms dynamically
modify routing decisions based on historical data, network conditions, and host behavior,
improving efficiency, security, and energy efficiency. Q-MOFI improves data transfer speed
by determining target host locations. Future evaluation should focus on optimizing MOFI
signaling capabilities for dynamic mobile network environments.

The contribution of the study is presented in various sections. Section 2 briefly
describes the literature of the proposed study. The models of other researchers are presented
in Section 3. Our proposed method is explained in Section 4. The results are discussed in
Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the overall study.

2. Literature Review

In [51], Kim et al. introduced MOFI, a new architecture for the future internet, aimed
at addressing the limitations of current architecture and better serving mobile users’ needs.
MOFI architecture supports high mobility, heterogeneity, and scalability, and addresses
issues like bandwidth restrictions, high latency, and frequent disconnections. It features a
global host ID and local locator (GILL), query-first data delivery, and a distributed ID-LOC
mapping system. MOFI uses a layered architecture similar to TCP/IP, with the network
layer divided into two sub-layers: communication and delivery. Security is a major concern
in MOFI architecture, but it performs better in almost every aspect compared to HID and
LISP protocols.

In [52], Arash et al. explored the evolution of transport protocols, highlighting the
drawbacks of TCP and the benefits of the QUIC Protocol. They developed a methodology
for evaluation and testing, including a testbed for controlled experiments under differ-
ent network conditions. They compared QUIC and TCP protocols in various scenarios
to determine which performed better under different conditions. TLS is used for secure
cryptographic handshake [53,54]. The study tested page load time, multiple requests,
bandwidth usage, and connection establishment time in mobile and desktop environments.
The results showed that QUIC outperformed TCP in most aspects except for small requests.
In video streaming, QUIC outperformed TCP for high-resolution videos. However, perfor-
mance issues were found with window size, packet reordering, and handling large objects.
QUIC’s performance decreased when used on mobile devices or over cellular networks.

In [55], Viernickel et al. introduce a new architecture for multi-path QUIC (MPQUIC),
allowing mobile devices to use multiple network interfaces like LTE and Wi-Fi. MPQUIC
reduces download times compared to traditional QUIC, TCP, and MPTCP by increasing
throughput through multipath utilization. The authors address issues with MPTCP by
introducing new features like sub-flow establishment, packet numbers, stream offsets, and
packet control. They also discuss packet scheduling and implementation ideas to enhance
MPQUIC beyond traditional QUIC. The authors compare MPQUIC’s performance with
QUIC, TCP, and MPTCP in terms of file download speed and page load time.

In [56], Firmansyah et al. developed an adaptive MP-QUIC transmission method for
IoT environments to overcome challenges like limited resources and heterogeneous network
conditions. The method uses a proxy server to adjust MP-QUIC transmission parameters
based on available network resources and IoT application requirements. The server uses
an adaptive algorithm to modify the transmission rate and parallel channel number based
on network capacity, latency, and packet loss rate. The proxy device sends data traffic via
various backbone network paths while adjusting to changing network conditions. This
approach improves MP-QUIC performance in IoT environments, especially in scenarios
with limited resources and challenging network conditions.

In [57], M. Luglio et al. developed a QUIC-based proxy architecture for efficient hybrid
backhaul transport, focusing on the virtual performance-enhancing proxy (vPEP). The vPEP
aims to handle both switch-over and fail-over of end-to-end web traffic. It utilizes features
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of the new QUIC protocol, including 0-RTT secure communication establishment and
connection-oriented flow management across a UDP-based connection-less transport. The
redirector (RD), proxy client (PC), and proxy server (PS) functions are dispersed over the
backhaul link edges for smooth service. Future work aims to improve traffic classification
systems and QUIC-based tunnel migration algorithms.

In [58], Bo Li et al. developed a new multimedia transfer (MMT) system using Google’s
QUIC transport protocol. MMT, a multimedia transport protocol, is designed for hetero-
geneous network transport and offers advantages over existing protocols like MPEG2-TS
and RTP. The new MMT system combines MMT and QUIC characteristics, outperforming
existing MMT systems. QUIC is claimed to offer better transport performance than HTTP,
with experiments showing that in large delays and lossy networks, QUIC outperforms
HTTP, while in other cases, it may achieve almost the same performance. Therefore, QUIC
is a better choice for media transfer in the MMT system compared to HTTP.

In [59], V. Tong et al. proposed a new technique for traffic classification based on
a convolutional neural network that combines feature extraction and classification into
one system. To improve performance, this technique makes use of flow and packet-based
features. Traffic may be classified using three different methods: payload-based, flow-static-
based, and port-based. Traditional traffic categorization techniques, namely payload-based
algorithms and ports, have become obsolete with the advent of QUIC. In order to identify
various QUIC-based services, a novel flow static-based technique based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) has been developed. This proposed method can accurately detect
five different types of QUIC-based services. The use of flow-based features leads the
processing and classification runtime to increase. We use all packets in the flows, thus when
the number of packets in the flows is large, this can cause some issues.

In [60], L. Basyoni et al. developed QuicTor, a datagram-based design that enhances
Tor’s real-time communication capabilities. They use the QUIC transport protocol, known
for its low latency and reliability, to improve Tor’s performance. QuicTor offers a better user
experience in real-time applications like video conferencing and online gaming. However,
the authors do not discuss potential security implications, as the evaluation is conducted
under specific conditions. The paper emphasizes the importance of improving Tor’s real-
time communication capabilities for user privacy and security.

In [61], Shreedhar et al. evaluated the performance of the QUIC protocol for web brows-
ing, cloud storage, and video streaming. They compared it to traditional transport protocols
like TCP and UDP using metrics like throughput, latency, and packet loss. The results
showed that QUIC outperforms TCP for web and cloud storage workloads, but performs
similarly or worse than UDP for video streaming. However, the study highlighted chal-
lenges in connection establishment, congestion control mechanisms, and handling packet
losses. The results may not be generalizable to other scenarios or real-world applications.

In [62], B. Feng et al. introduced LISP, a new architecture model that separates IP
address location and identity functions, adding a locator for device discovery and an ID for
service identification. LISP offers advantages such as increased scalability, mobility, and
security. It also improves routing efficiency and reduces traffic overhead. However, LISP
relies on a centralized ID-LOC mapping system, Map Server, which has the disadvantage
of concentrating traffic on a single server. Simulation results were used to compare LISP’s
performance with current internet architecture and other proposed architectures.

In [63], M.H. Mazhar et al. developed a new method to measure the quality of
experience (QoE) of video streaming services using HTTPS and QUIC protocols. The
method combines passive and active monitoring techniques, collecting network-level data
like packet loss and delay, and application-level data like video bandwidth and buffering
events. The authors introduce the video quality indicator (VQI), a new metric that combines
network-level and application-level metrics to provide a single metric for video QoE. The
results show that the proposed method accurately measures video QoE for both protocols
and correlates well with user subjective ratings.
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In [64], Cook et al. compared the performance of QUIC and TCP in different network
scenarios, measuring throughput and latency under different levels of loss and delay. The
study also examined the impact of different transport protocols on video streaming services
quality. The results showed that QUIC generally performed better than TCP in terms of
throughput and latency, with a notable performance gain when packet loss was high. TCP
outperformed QUIC in certain scenarios [65]. The paper provides a thorough analysis and
comparison of QUIC and TCP performance in various network scenarios, highlighting
QUIC’s suitability for video streaming applications. However, it only considers a limited
set of scenarios and does not consider security or compatibility with existing infrastructure.

In [66], De Coninck et al. introduced multipath QUIC (MP-QUIC), a protocol that
enables the use of multiple network paths simultaneously. They propose two methods
for multipath support in QUIC: using a separate QUIC connection for each path or using
a single connection with multiple paths. Both methods significantly outperform single-
path QUIC in terms of throughput, especially in high packet loss rates. However, the
second method, using a single connection with multiple paths, generally outperforms
the first approach, with up to a 2.5× improvement in throughput in certain scenarios.
MP-QUIC is compatible with existing systems and offers a simple and flexible method for
multipath support.

In [67], Kharat et al. compared the performance of the QUIC protocol in wireless
networks under various conditions, including distances, signal strengths, and network
congestion levels. They used a Raspberry Pi testbed to compare QUIC’s performance to the
traditional TCP protocol. The results showed that QUIC outperformed TCP in terms of
throughput, with up to a 70% improvement in certain scenarios. The authors concluded
that QUIC is a promising protocol for wireless networks, but the higher packet loss rate
in some scenarios may be a limitation. Further research is needed to optimize QUIC’s
performance and investigate the impact of different parameters.

3. Existing Model

In order to compare the outcomes of the contemporary pattern with our suggested
scheme, MOFI-based UDP is implemented to evaluate the results of the present scheme. The
MOFI architecture is built with three primary elements in the current scheme. Distributed
ID-LOC mapping system, query first data delivery, global ID, and local LOC.

Figure 1 depicts the MOFI architecture model, which consists of two hosts—the Host 1
and the Host 2—and an AR. In this model, the mapping system is distributed, with each
AR performing the mapping control operation using a local mapping controller (LMC) and
a hash table. End-to-end communication between two hosts is performed with host ID, and
location identifiers (LOCs) are used for data delivery in the network. To provide an optimal
path, the LOC query operation is performed first to determine the LOC of the mobile host
(MH) before data transmission. Each AR has an HID-LOC register (HLR) for mapping
control. When the client wants to initiate communication with the server, it first looks
up the RLOC of the destination host using its HID. This lookup is performed using the
mapping control components of the MOFI protocol, which is responsible for managing and
distributing the mapping information. Once the RLOC of the destination server is known,
the client can use it to send packets to the destination. The packets are then forwarded by
the routers in the network based on their RLOCs until they reach the destination server.

The transport layer is responsible for ensuring the reliable delivery of data between
end-users and provides services such as segmentation of data into smaller units, flow
control to prevent data overflow, and error checking to ensure the integrity of the data.
MOFI uses the UDP protocol to transmit data across the network. UDP is a connection-less
protocol, which means it does not establish a reliable connection between two devices.
Instead, it directly sends data to the end-users without any guarantee of delivery of
data packets.
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Figure 1. UDP-based MOFI.

When a host enters a network, a HID-LOC binding operation is performed to register
the HID and LOC of the host in the mapping system. This is achieved by exchanging HBR
and HBA messages, as shown in Figure 2. When a new host is attached to the network, the
first HBR message is exchanged with AR. Then, the AR checks whether the HID and LOC
of the host are present in the hash table. Since there will be no such addresses for the new
host, AR forwards the HBR message to HLR. HLR then updates its register by saving the
HID and LOC of the host and sends an HBA message to AR, which in turn forwards it to
the host. After this binding operation, the HID and LOC of the host are registered in the
hash table.

Figure 2. HID-LOC binding operation.

Initially, we will set up the MOFI to start simulation by creating nodes such as the
client and server and assigning IP addresses to them. Once IP addresses are assigned,
the MOFI routing system will map the location of the host to the AR using a mapping
technique. If MOFI is configured successfully, all nodes will be in the idle state and the
listening state, waiting for communication to start. As UDP is used in the transport layer,
there is no connection between the client and server. Therefore, the client does not establish
a connection with the server to send a datagram, but instead, it directly sends the datagram
without establishing a connection. Similarly, the server just waits for datagrams to come
without having to accept a connection. The datagram received by the server has the address
of the sender, which is used by the server to send the data to the correct client.

To initiate the UDP client, it first creates the UDP socket and then sends a message to
the server. The UDP client and server socket are created, and the client sends a message to
the server, where the server waits until the datagram arrives from the client. The datagram
is then processed by the server, which replies to the client and goes back to waiting until
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the datagram arrives from the client. The client processes the reply given by the server
and, if required, sends a message again to the server. This process continues until they
exchange messages with each other. After completing the communication between the
client and server, the socket will be closed, and the program will exit. The flowchart for the
UDP-based MOFI is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Flowchart representing MOFI Architecture.

4. Proposed Model

Our proposed scheme is to implement MOFI using the QUIC protocol instead of UDP.
There are limitations associated with UDP such as it being a connectionless protocol that
does not provide any delivery or reliability guarantees, which may result in lost or delayed
packets and negatively impact the user experience. Additionally, UDP lacks a mechanism
for retransmitting lost packets and congestion control. In the absence of congestion control,
a sender may continue to transmit data at full speed even when the network is congested,
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leading to dropped packets and degraded performance. To address these limitations,
QUIC builds on the strengths of UDP while adding features such as reliability, security,
multiplexing, establishing the connection before data are transmitted, and congestion
control. The protocol stack for the QUIC is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Protocol stack of Q-MOFI.

QUIC improves the speed, security, and reliability of the internet by combining the
low latency of UDP with the reliability and security of TCP. It provides encryption, con-
gestion control, multiplexing, and flow control. QUIC’s multiplexing feature allows for
multiple streams of data to be sent over a single connection, improving efficiency and
reducing latency. Additionally, QUIC includes multi-homing support, which allows a
client to maintain multiple network connections to a server simultaneously, improving
redundancy and reducing the impact of network failures. QUIC also supports stream
prioritization, enabling clients to prioritize certain streams over others, and connection
migration, allowing clients to seamlessly switch between different network connections
without disrupting ongoing transfers. Additionally, QUIC uses a built-in congestion control
mechanism to prevent network congestion and ensure efficient use of network resources,
and uses a retransmission mechanism to ensure reliability in the transport of data over
the internet.

Our proposed model, Q-MOFI, which is based on the QUIC protocol, is shown
in Figure 5; it consists of Hosts 1 and 2, along with an AR (Access Router). When Host 1
wants to communicate with Host 2, they establish a connection with Host 2 before trans-
mitting any data. To establish the connection, they perform a 1-RTT handshake. Host 1
generates a unique identifier (CID) to identify the connection and sends an Initial Packet to
Host 2. Host 2 receives the initial packet, generates its own CID to identify the connection,
and sends a server handshake packet back to Host 1 with its CID. The server handshake
packet includes information such as Host 2’s transport parameters and cryptographic keys.
Host 1 receives the server handshake packet and responds with a client handshake packet,
which includes information such as Host 1’s transport parameters and cryptographic keys.
QUIC also supports 0-RTT, which is the fastest way to establish a QUIC connection. It
enables Host 1 to send data in the first packet it sends to Host 2, without waiting for a
response from Host 2. This eliminates the need for an RTT (round-trip time) and reduces
the overall time required to establish the connection.

To start the simulation, we first set up the MOFI. We begin by creating nodes, such
as the client and server, and assigning IP addresses to them. Once IP addresses have been
assigned, the MOFI routing system maps the location of the hosts to their respective access
routers (AR) using a mapping technique. If MOFI has been configured successfully, all
nodes are in the idle state and are waiting in the listen state for communication to begin.
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Figure 5. QUIC-based MOFI.

In the transport layer, QUIC is used instead of UDP. When a request for communica-
tion is received, the nodes first check if there is an established connection with the intended
recipient. If a connection has already been established, the data are stored and the commu-
nication can proceed directly. If no connection has been established, the nodes initiate a
three-way handshake. The client sends a SYN sent message along with the initial message
and a unique identifier (CID). The receiver host responds with a SYN-ACK message, which
includes parameters required for the connection establishment. The client sends an ACK
message in response to the SYN-ACK message, completing the three-way handshake and
establishing the connection. Once the connection has been established, the nodes can start
communicating. The flowchart for the Q-MOFI is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Flowchart representing Q-MOFI Architecture.
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5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe the experiments we conducted to evaluate the performance
of the QUIC protocol in a MOFI network using Golang for simulation. Golang has be-
come a popular programming language for implementing QUIC. Golang was created by
Google and is renowned for its efficiency, concurrency support, and simplicity, making
it an excellent option for creating network applications. In order to implement QUIC,
Golang also offers a standard library that has functions for establishing QUIC connections,
transmitting and receiving packets, and handling failures. The development and testing of
QUIC-based apps take less time and effort thanks to this library, which also makes QUIC
implementation simpler. The experimental setup used to conduct the testing is illustrated
in Figure 7. In this setup, two hosts (Host 1 and Host 2) and three ARs with LMCs (AR 1,
AR 2, and AR 3) were employed. Host 1 acted as the sender, while Host 2 played the role of
the receiver. Host 1 used the HID of 192.168.0.125, and Host 2 used the HID of 192.168.0.129.
For the LOC, a private IPv4 address (172.20.0.1) was used as the A-LOC, while a public
IPv4 address (216.58.194.x) was used as the B-LOC. Our goal was to measure the latency,
delay, packet loss, and throughput of the Q-MOFI and compare it with the other existing
model, MOFI, which uses UDP.

Figure 7. Experimental Setup.

5.1. Handshake and Connection Establishment

The user datagram protocol (UDP) does not utilize a handshake for establishing a
connection between two endpoints. UDP is a connectionless protocol that does not require
a dedicated connection between two endpoints for data transmission. It is faster and more
efficient than TCP, but there’s no guarantee of data reception or correct order. UDP does not
use a handshake to establish a connection, so there’s no need to establish a session before
transmitting data. The source endpoint sends a datagram to the destination endpoint, and
the destination endpoint receives it without any setup or coordination.

Figure 8 illustrates the handshake mechanism used by UDP and QUIC. UDP is con-
nectionless, allowing fast and lightweight data transfer without an explicit handshake.
QUIC, on the other hand, emphasizes reliability and security through a robust handshake
procedure, ensuring secure and efficient data exchange. Both methods demonstrate the
importance of careful handshakes in data transfer. One of the main features of QUIC is its
ability to establish a secure, reliable connection with low latency, even in poor network con-
ditions. The handshake process is similar to the handshake used by TLS (Transport Layer
Security), which is the protocol used to secure many web applications. The handshake
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process in QUIC involves a series of messages exchanged between the client and server
endpoints. The client initiates the handshake by sending a “ClientHello” message to the
server, which includes information about the client’s preferred cryptographic algorithms,
the server’s hostname, and other parameters. The server responds with a “ServerHello”
message, which includes its own preferred cryptographic algorithms and other parameters.
The server also sends a digital certificate that the client can use to verify the server’s identity
and establish a secure connection. Once the handshake is complete, the client and server
can begin sending data to each other over the QUIC connection. Because QUIC uses UDP
as its underlying transport protocol, it does not suffer from the same latency issues as TCP,
and it can establish connections more quickly and with less overhead.

Figure 8. Handshake for MOFI and Q-MOFI.

5.2. Wireshark Results

Wireshark is a popular network protocol analyzer that allows you to capture and
examine network traffic in real time. Figure 3 shows the Wireshark result using the UDP
protocol. When capturing UDP traffic using Wireshark, you will see a summary of each
UDP datagram that is transmitted over the network. UDP datagram in Wireshark typically
includes the following information: source IP address and port number, destination IP
address and port number, the length of the datagram (including header and data).

Figure 9 shows the Wireshark result of the data transfer between two points by
using the UDP protocol. Wireshark also provides a detailed view of each datagram, which
includes information about the header and data fields. The header fields in a UDP datagram
include the source port number, destination port number, and length. Wireshark can filter
and analyze UDP traffic based on various criteria, such as the source or destination IP
address, port number, or protocol type. This is useful for troubleshooting network issues,
analyzing application behavior, and detecting security threats.

Figure 10 shows the Wireshark result using the QUIC protocol. The result provides
valuable information for analyzing the network communication between the client and
server. In addition to the source and destination IP addresses and ports, the result contains
the size of the packet and the checksum, which are important for verifying the integrity
and reliability of the data transmission. Moreover, Wireshark offers a thorough view of
each datagram that contains details on the header and data fields. The QUIC protocol uses
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different types of frames to carry various data payloads, including handshake messages,
encrypted data, and control messages. Analyzing these frames can provide insights into the
performance and behavior of the QUIC protocol, such as the number of packets exchanged
during the connection establishment, the size and type of the data payloads, and the latency
of the transmission. By using Wireshark to examine the QUIC frames, you can identify
any issues or anomalies that may affect the network communication and optimize the
performance of the network.

Figure 9. Evaluation of MOFI results via Wireshark.

Figure 10. Representation of Q-MOFI outcomes via Wireshark.

5.3. Latency

Figure 11 shows the latency of the MOFI and Q-MOFI, Different size packets (bytes)
are transmitted from one host to another i.e., 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. The graph indicates
that Q-MOFI performs better than MOFI as the packet size increases. As the packet size
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increases in MOFI, the transmission time (ms) also increases significantly. However, Q-
MOFI performs better than MOFI as the transmission time for packet delivery does not
increase significantly. Thus, the graph shows that Q-MOFI outperforms MOFI in terms
of latency.

Figure 11. Packet delivery time (ms).

5.4. Binding Delay

Figure 12 shows the binding delay for both MOFI and Q-MOFI. The graph shows
that as the number of hosts increases, the MOFI binding delay also increases. However,
the binding operation in Q-MOFI is not affected as much as MOFI when the number
of hosts increases. This is because Q-MOFI has a congestion control algorithm that can
transmit data based on the network conditions and has the ability to migrate data to
another path when there is high traffic on one path without any data loss. On the other
hand, MOFI does not have any congestion control or flow control mechanism, which is
why its performance deteriorates when the number of hosts increases, and the network
conditions change. Q-MOFI, on the other hand, has flow control and congestion control
mechanisms that can transmit data based on the network’s behavior, and its performance
is not significantly affected.

Figure 12. Binding delay (ms) when the host increases.
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5.5. Throughput

Throughput is a performance metric that measures the amount of data that can be
transmitted over a network in a given period of time. We used the following formula to
calculate the throughput.

Throughput =
Total amount o f data transmitted

time taken
This formula calculates the throughput as the amount of data transmitted over a

specific period of time. The units of measurement for data can be bytes or bits, and
the units of time can be seconds, minutes, or hours. Throughput is typically expressed
in bits per second (bps) and represents the overall effectiveness of the communication
system. A higher throughput indicates a faster and more efficient system, as it can transfer
more data in less time. The throughput of communication protocols, such as UDP or
QUIC, is influenced by various factors, including network conditions, packet loss, latency,
and congestion control techniques. Throughput is a crucial performance indicator for
communication systems, as it determines the quality and speed of data transmission.
By optimizing the throughput of a communication protocol and closely monitoring the
network condition, it is possible to achieve faster and more efficient data transfer, leading
to improved user experience and overall system performance.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the MOFI and Q-MOFI throughput. Due to its
usage of flow control, multiplexing, and congestion control algorithms, Q-MOFI has the
potential to achieve greater throughput than MOFI. These features improve the reliability
and efficiency of data transmission, enabling more data to be transmitted within a given
period of time. The graph shows that Q-MOFI performs much better than MOFI in terms
of throughput.

Figure 13. Throughput comparison.

5.6. Packet Loss

Figure 14 shows the delivery time or latency for MOFI and Q-MOFI with varying
packet loss percentages in a network for a message transmission from one host to another.
It shows that as the packet loss percentage increases, the latency for both protocols also
increases. If there is a packet loss of 5% or 10%, the latency increases for both MOFI and
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Q-MOFI because the lost packets will need to be re-transmitted, which will increase the
overall time it takes for the data to be transmitted. However, the increase in latency is more
significant for MOFI compared to Q-MOFI when there is packet loss.

Figure 14. Packet loss.

5.7. Time Taken According to Packet Size

Figure 15 illustrates the time taken by MOFI and Q-MOFI for data transfer measured
in megabits per second (Mbs). The tests were conducted ranging from 1 Mbs to 9 Mbs. The
results indicate that Q-MOFI requires less time compared to MOFI. As the data volume
increases, MOFI takes more time, whereas Q-MOFI continues to perform well. Multiplexing
in Q-MOFI allows for multiple data streams to be sent over a single connection, leading to
better utilization of the underlying network resources and potentially faster data transfer.
Q-MOFI’s multiplexing divides data into multiple independent streams, each assigned
its own stream identifier. These streams are interleaved and transmitted within a single
packet, capable of carrying multiple data streams simultaneously. In contrast to MOFI,
which transfers only one data stream at a time over a single connection, Q-MOFI offers a
significant performance improvement.

Figure 15. Time taken packet size (MB).
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

The internet is expected to become a “mobile hub” in the future, underscoring the
importance of ensuring seamless mobility for mobile devices and users. The Q-MOFI
model, based on the QUIC protocol, has been compared to the existing MOFI model and
it outperforms it in terms of latency, throughput, delay, and packet loss. It also shows
significant gains in throughput and a reduction in latency. However, the Q-MOFI model
has limitations, including security and privacy implications, and further research is needed
to address these concerns. It is superior to UDP in numerous applications, fostering
uninterrupted connectivity and enhanced mobility for mobile devices and IoT services. It is
ideal for real-time data transmission applications, like video streaming, online gaming, and
remote conferencing. Q-MOFI aims to reduce latency, improve transmission reliability, and
increase throughput, but it faces challenges like scalability, interoperability with existing
systems, and potential security issues.

In conclusion, the Q-MOFI model, built upon the QUIC protocol, presents a compelling
rationale for the advancement of mobile-centric internet services. Its superiority over
current MOFI designs in terms of latency, throughput, delay, and packet loss makes it
suitable for a wide range of applications. Further research and development could lead
to innovative solutions that improve the security, privacy, and convenience of mobile
internet services.
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